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Item 4. Northumberland National Park bid to become a Dark Sky Park 

 

1.  Purpose of the Report 
 
1.1  To secure Members approval for the joint application to the International Dark Sky 

Association for Northumberland National Park to be designated a Dark Sky Park 

1.2  The report will clarify why Northumberland National Park should be designated a 
Dark Sky Park, explaining the process and the implications to the Authority of 
becoming one. 

1.3  It will highlight some of the perceived benefits from becoming a Dark Sky Park both 
to residents, to our visitors and to our region. 

2.  Recommendations 

2.1  The Authority is recommended to: 

a) Authorise the proposed joint application to the international Dark Sky 

Association (IDA)  

b) Endorse in principle the Joint Lighting Management Plan, being finalised, 

as appropriate guidance for planning officers to use in accordance with 

Policy 19 Tranquillity (LDF Core Strategy & Development Policies) 

 

3.  Implications 

 
3.1 Financial 

The Authority can fund the remaining costs of the application to the International 
Dark Sky Association out of its existing Dark Sky budget in 2013/14. When the Dark 
Sky activity plan in item 8.6 is developed and approved, it will reduce the unapproved 
Project Budget and therefore have no overall Budget impact.  

3.2 Equality 

The author cannot foresee any negative impact on Equality from the National Park 
securing Dark Sky Park status. The Lighting Management Plan will not require 
residents to turn off lights at night, at a danger to themselves. It will seek to advise 
on the most appropriate, best designed, exterior lighting fixtures to be fitted to new 
development, ensuring that neighbouring properties and the quality of the night sky 
are not affected by light pollution.  

Securing the status will very likely have a positive impact on Equality, with more 
opportunities in the future for everyone to enjoy our dark skies. Dark Sky Discovery 
Sites hosting events will be assessed to ensure access for all. 

4. Rationale for preserving our Dark Skies 

 
4.1 Research undertaken by the Campaign for the Protection of Rural England (CPRE) 
 acknowledges Northumberland National Park and Kielder Forest as having the 
 highest levels of tranquillity and some of the darkest skies in the UK.  
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4.2 CPRE cite dark skies as contributing to the National Park’s sense of tranquillity – a 
 special quality we know is valued by residents and visitors alike. The National Park 
 Management Plan (2009 -2014) stresses the need to retain this sense of “inspiration 
 and tranquillity”. In its planning role, the Authority is committed to preserving 
 tranquillity through its adherence to Policy 19 in the Local Development Framework, 
 which states that “proposals which conserve or enhance the tranquillity of the 
 National Park will be supported”. 
 
4.3 As most people in the UK live in densely populated, well lit urban areas, it is 
 estimated that around 80% of the population has never seen a truly dark sky. There 
 is an increasing public appetite for viewing and understanding the night sky, 
 prompted by popular TV programmes like BBC Star Gazing Live. Kielder 
 Observatory is one of Northumberland’s most popular visitor attractions and is 
 struggling to meet current public demand for its events programme.  
 
4.4  ‘Light Blight’ maps published by the CPRE for the North East, have shown that 
 areas of dark sky are  decreasing rapidly due to light pollution from street and 
 building development. Without action to reduce light pollution, this special quality and 
 the embryonic visitor economy being developed around astro-tourism may be under 
 threat. 
 
4.5 Achieving the designation of a Dark Sky Park will recognise the effort made by the 
 Authority towards protecting its dark skies, as well as raising public awareness of the 
 National Park as an exemplary destination to view and enjoy the night sky. 

4.6 Reducing light pollution (wasted light) will not only protect our dark skies but will also 
 reduce energy bills and carbon emissions, as well as benefitting nocturnal species of 
 wildlife disrupted by the effect of ‘night glow’.  

5. Becoming a Dark Sky Park - Requirements 

5.1  The International Dark Sky Association (IDA) was founded in Tuscon, Arizona in 
1988 and its membership comprises astronomers and other scientific bodies who are 
all committed to reducing light pollution. Their International Dark Sky Places Program 
promotes preservation and protection of night skies across the globe. Three types of 
areas compose the program; Dark Sky Communities, Dark Sky Parks, and Dark Sky 
Reserves. Dark Sky Park status is awarded to those areas with exceptional night-
time beauty and a community commitment to dark sky preservation of the night-time 
environment and promotion of education. The IDA is not a legal body invested with 
legislative powers. Adherence to the aims of the Dark Sky Park relies on community 
consensus, not legal enforcement. 

5.2 Exceptional Resource - The proposed Dark Sky Park must provide an ‘exceptional 
dark sky resource’, relative to the communities and cities around it. At the time of 
application, the proposed Dark Sky Park must prove that a minimum of 67% of its 
outside lighting fixtures comply with the lower light emissions expected by the IDA. 
An audit of existing properties in the National Park was undertaken in 2012 and 2013 
and found that 76% of outside lighting fixtures conform with the IDA’s conditions.  
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5.3 Lighting Management Plan - To preserve the night sky in the proposed Dark Sky 
 Park, a Lighting Management Plan is required to guide the installation of exterior and 
 street lighting around new development. Such a Plan will need to be formally 
 adopted by the National Park Authority and used at the planning stages of new 
 developments. In the short term, and for the purpose of the application to the IDA, 
 the Lighting Management Plan can be used as an ‘advisory document’ for all 
 planning applications in relation to Policy 19 of the Local Development Framework, 
 until it is considered for adoption as a supplementary planning document, when the 
 current LDF is revised in future.  
 

5.4 Active Celebration - The Dark Sky Park must be celebrated, with opportunities 
 provided for the public to access and enjoy the night sky, such as the provision of 
 suitable sites and the  hosting of events and out-reach activities to engage 
 audiences. Over the last year or so, the Authority has hosted a number of successful 
 star gazing events at its Dark Sky Discovery Site at Cawfields. More sites are being 
 identified for similar activities  elsewhere around the National Park and star gazing is 
 a key area of interpretive activity within the development of The Sill.  

6. Process to become a Dark Sky Park 

6.1 Kielder Observatory Astronomical Society (KOAS) and the Kielder Water & Forest 
 Park Development Trust (KWFPDT) are also keen to seek Dark Sky Park status for 
 Kielder Water & Forest Park. Rather than produce two separate Lighting 
 Management Plans and submit two separate bids to the IDA, it made sense to pool 
 resources and work collaboratively to produce a joint Lighting Management Plan and 
 joint Application for both areas. 

6.2 A small Steering Group, comprising representatives from the Authority, KWFPDT, 
 KOAS and representatives of communities within both areas have met regularly to 
 oversee and steer the process through to application. Regular communication 
 between the steering group and residents and communities has been critical to 
 engaging and generating support, which has been very successful. Letters of 
 support have been received from esteemed astronomical institutions, Defra, 
 Wildlife Trust, Parish Councils and local individuals. The process has also resulted in 
 considerable national and regional media coverage for both areas. 

6.3 The deadline for the application to the IDA is 22
nd

 September 2013. However, we 
 have been advised to submit two weeks earlier to ensure feedback from the pre-
 submission can be incorporated into the final document. Approval is expected in 
 November 2013, and will confirm Northumberland National Park as the only National 
 Park in the UK to be a designated a Dark Sky Park.  Together with Kielder, it will also 
 be the largest Dark Sky Park in Europe. The designation will further enhance the 
 National Park’s status as a place of tranquillity, a visitor destination and an asset to 
 the region and the country. 

7. Community Engagement 

7.1 Securing community support for the protection of our dark skies is crucial. From the 
 start, the steering group communicated with residents on a regular basis with 
 factsheets, dedicated web-pages and communiqués. Residents who were audited 
 were given the option to opt out of the survey. Only one National Park resident 
 declined to take part. Anecdotal evidence from the public at various events and via 
 personal emails have indicated strong support for this project. 
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7.2 All Parish Councils in the National Park were approached to hear more about the 
 dark sky project, with many taking up the offer to receive a presentation. All those 
 who were engaged were very supportive and, to date, letters of support have been 
 received from Haltwhistle Town Council, Kirknewton Parish Council, Haydon Parish 
 Council, Bardon Mill Parish Council, Bellingham Parish Council, Corsenside Parish 
 Council, Rochester with Byrness Parish Council, Outdoors Northumberland, and 
 many local regional and national astronomical societies and institutions, including 
 DEFRA. We are still awaiting letters of support from Tarset & Greystead, 
 Humshaugh, Hepple and Ingram Parish Councils. 

7.3 The SDF-funded project “Using the Dark Side” has enabled the Authority and the 
 Newcastle Astronomical Society to host a number of star gazing events at its Dark 
 Sky Discovery Site at Cawfields, which have all been fully-booked and well received 
 by local people and visitors alike. Young people from Haltwhistle participated in a 
 star-gazing themed public art project, which went on display in March 2013. 
 Currently, a bid to RDPE is being led by Kielder Water & Forest Park 
 Development  Trust to fund a public dark sky interpretation & engagement project for 
 both areas. If successful, it will fund on-site interpretive panels at Dark Sky Discovery 
 Sites, business training seminars and educational outreach work. However, this 
 project is not dependent on the Dark Sky Park bid. 

8. Implications to the Authority of becoming a Dark Sky Park 

8.1 The designation will require the Authority and the County Council in respect to 
 Kielder Water & Forest Park, to commit to a 5 year plan to improve the quality of the 
 outside lighting fixtures within the National Park, with the aim of raising the level of 
 compliance from the current 76% to 90%. This is not expected to be onerous as 
 many of the existing outside lighting fixtures that require attention could simply be 
 adjusted downwards. In some cases, low wattage bulbs could be installed, and this 
 task would be done through positive engagement, not through regulation. For new 
 development, the LMP would be used to ensure that all new outside lighting was 
 appropriate. 

8.2 The Authority will be expected to monitor the quality of the night sky using Sky 
 Quality Meter readings (SQMs) to ensure that it is not being degraded. Baseline 
 meter readings have already been taken across the National Park by staff and 
 volunteers and this methodology will be repeated at regular intervals over the next 
 few years. Other than staff and volunteer time and expenses, no additional budget 
 will be required. 

8.3 The Authority will be expected to lead by example and support lighting restoration 
 projects. This  is already being achieved through the SDF-funded ‘Using the Dark 
 Side’ project to assist businesses and communities wanting to implement better 
 quality  lighting provision. Due to the community engagement process, Greenhaugh 
 and Stonehaugh have also expressed their desire to have less street lighting and 
 install new LED lighting fixtures to replace the old style ‘orange glow’ street lights in 
 their villages. The Steering Group has been working very closely with the County 
 Council’s Street Lighting Manager to prioritise National Park villages for LED street 
 lighting replacement over the next two years. Again, this does not require additional 
 resources, but rather make use of planned replacement and maintenance budgets. 

8.4 The Park must erect and maintain a sign indicating the IDA Dark Sky Park 
 designation along a roadway entering into the area. This will be part of the ongoing 
 programme of improvement to signage in and around the National Park. 
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8.5 The Authority will be expected to provide public opportunities for the enjoyment of 
 the dark sky. As stated already, this is now becoming a core theme for our events 
 programme.  

8.6 A two year activity plan for 2014/15 and 2015/16, to celebrate the designation is 
being developed and once it is complete a project proposal will be submitted for 
approval, outline costs are shown in the table below: 

Activity 2014/15 2015/16 

Four public star gazing events at Dark Sky Discovery Sites £2000 £2000 

Two Dark Sky tourism training seminars £1000 £1000 

Dark Sky grants to support light pollution reduction measures £2000 £2000 

Marketing and PR £2000 £2000 

TOTAL £7,000 £7,000 

 

9.  Benefit to the visitor economy 

9.1 Securing the designation of Dark Sky Park will also provide a boost to the rural 
 visitor economy, encouraging rural tourism businesses to capitalise on this natural 
 asset. Dark skies are best observed during autumn and winter, a traditionally quiet 
 time for tourism. Star gazing breaks and events will not only secure income for the 
 host businesses but others nearby who will benefit from the new visits generated.  

9.2 Galloway Forest, the first area in the UK designated as a Dark Sky Park status, has 
 evidence of the positive economic impact of having the status, Nearer home, 
 businesses along the North Tyne have already benefitted from Kielder Observatory 
 events  programme, with visitors using pubs and restaurants en route. The Authority 
 has and will continue to provide training seminars for tourism businesses to welcome 
 our ‘astro-tourists’, using SDF and Action Area funding where necessary. 

10. Conclusion 

10.1 The National Park has an exceptional dark sky resource which should be protected 
 and celebrated, and the Dark Sky Park designation provides us with a framework for 
 action and progress. 

10.2 The National Park already meets the minimum conditions with its existing outside 
 lighting fixtures. The Lighting Management Plan will provide the technical advice 
 enabling our planners to guide and inform new developments in the National Park. 

10.3  The public response to our bid and appetite for more dark sky events is 
 overwhelming. There is an opportunity to capitalise on the zeitgeist to ensure that the 
 National Park is regarded as one of the most unspoilt and tranquil areas in the UK. 

10.4  Securing the designation will boost tourism and strengthen the public perception of 
 the National Park and the region within the UK and internationally.  

Contact Officer: 
For further information contact Duncan Wise, Visitor Development Officer on 01434 
611521 or e-mail: duncan.wise@nnpa.org.uk   
 

Background papers  
None 


